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Support solutions 

Telescopic support rod STE with pump grip
	■  Single hand operation: 2-component plastic handle with pump 

mechanism

	■  Stable steel pipe construction in three sizes, adjustment range 
from 58" to 145"

	■  Robust design allows for higher load capacities. PVC pads on top 
and bottom grab the surface for safe support.

	■ Quick-slide button for rapid extension and retraction

	■ Continuously swivelling contact pads from -45° to +45°.

	■ Screw holes on contact pads for additional support.

Extremely secure hold 
The support rod enables a reliable and secure hold: 

	■  robust design ensures a max load of 350 lbs can be applied 
(dependent upon the size of support and length applied) 

	■ rubber PVC contact surfaces top and bottom 

	■ anti-slip system integrated in the grip 

Quick and accurate handling 
The support rod can be precisely set up in three steps:

	■  In order to pre-set the telescopic drywall support press the release 
button and extend the telescopic inner tube to the desired length. 

	■  Fine adjustment takes place by pressing the pump lever until the 
system plate of the support lies against the work piece. 

	■  Then turn the grip clockwise until the desired holding force is 
attained  (observe the max. load-bearing capacity) 

 To release: 

	■  First turn the telescopic drywall support anti-clock wise. 

	■  As soon as no further holding force is present. press the release 
button to retract the inner tube.

11   Extend using the button for broad application (get close to the 
length for which it will be needed)

22   Use one hand to squeeze the lever to engage against the surface

33   Still using one hand, twist the handle to tighten against the surface
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Telescoping Support Rod 
STE series telescopic drywall support

Telescopic drywall support STE with pump grip  
Single handed operation with 2K handle and pump, all while 
guaranteeing a reliable and secure hold.  Fine tune adjustment 
by pressing the pump lever until the swivel pad lies against 
the work piece, then turn the grip to the desired holding force.  
Release by first turning the grip, then pressing the release 
button – safe, one-handed operation. 
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Adjustment 
Range

Clamping Force at 
min. extension

Clamping Force at 
max. extension

Approx. 
Weight

STE98 58"-98" 770 lbs 350 lbs 7.46 lbs

STE118 67"-118" 770 lbs 240 lbs 8.14 lbs

STE145 82"-145" 770 lbs 140 lbs 9.77 lbs

BESSEY® STE provides the support you are looking for.   
The single hand operation allows you to adjust the height  
with a twist of the wrist or push of the button. The robust 
design allows for higher load capacities.

11  Single hand operation 
  2-component plastic handle with pump mechanism keeps one hand free.  

22  Extremely secure hold
  Robust design allows for higher load capacities. PVC pads on top and bottom 

grab the surface for safe support.

33  Quick release button allows for fast retraction 
  Quick-slide button for rapid extension and retraction of the telescopic bar.

44  Heavy duty durable steel construction
 Steel tube construction allows for higher load capacities.

55  Capable of 45° support
  Continuously swivelling contact pads from -45° to +45°.  

Screw holes for additional support.

Max. 88 lb/40 kg

Max. 45°


